## ENGINEERED PRODUCT CATALOG

### SECTION | PUMP TYPE:
--- | ---
0.1A | 3SH Standard
0.1B | 3XSH Explosion Proof
0.1C | 4SH Standard
0.1D | 4XSH Explosion Proof
0.1E | 6SH Standard
0.1F | 6XSH Explosion Proof
0.1G | 8SH Standard
0.1H | 8XSH Explosion Proof
0.1J | 10SH Standard
0.1K | 10XSH Explosion Proof
0.2 | SITHE Chopper Station Drawings
0.2A | SITHE 3SC Standard
0.2B | SITHE 3XSC Explosion Proof
0.2C | SITHE 4SC Standard
0.2D | SITHE 4XSC Explosion Proof
0.2E | SITHE 6SC Standard
0.2F | SITHE 6XSC Explosion Proof
0.2G | SITHE 8SC Standard
0.2H | SITHE 8XSC Explosion Proof
0.2J | SITHE 10SC Standard
0.2K | SITHE 10XSC Explosion Proof
1A. | Sump & Utility Pumps
1B. | 1½", 2" & 3" Sewage Ejectors
1D. | 4" Non-Clog Submersible
1LM. | Non-Clog Station Drawings
3A. | Effluent Pumps
3B. | Grinder Pumps
3C. | Grinder Pumps Explosion Proof
3E. | Pre-Packaged Fiberglass Systems
ABC | Submersible Accessories
4A. | CROWN Self-Priming Solids Handling Motor Driven
4E. | BARNES & CROWN Self-Priming Universal/Electric Driven
5A. | Fountain
5B. | End Suction Centrifugal
6. | Self-Priming Pump Accessories